ABSTRACT. This paper introduces the notion of fuzzy process as a formalism for the idea of fuzzy contact between a device and its environment. The notions of absolute correctness and relative correctness are defined. In order to work with concurrency it has been built an approach to manipulate the interactive processes as a single process and the resulted behavior has been observed.
I In nt tr ro od du uc ct ti io on n
We introduce the concept of fuzzy process, formalism for the idea of fuzzy contract between a device and its environment. Such a contract specifies the device-environment interface in terms of executions.
The executions can be sequences of events, time functions, etc.; however we consider them only as elements of an arbitrary set E. Since we do not speculate about the structure of the elements of E, we can endow the processes with algebraic properties and we can demonstrate some of their characteristics.
There are many meanings of the term process. First, a process is related to flows in the real world, to progressive observable changes of the structure of a system. Then, a process is a structured change, namely there is a pattern of events which an observer can recognize among the occurrences of the process.
Another important distinction is between the natural and artificial processes. We know that artificial processes are built by people and they exist with the assumed purpose to change the condition of the real world or to restrain it so that it may meet human requirements. Artificial processes have to be started by an agent to transform the world, while the natural processes do not. If the agent is a machine, there is predictability and determinism in the process, allowing a precise description. If the agent is human, there is no guarantee that the anticipated event will take place; it is indeterminist.
On the other hand, the human agents have an adaptive capacity: a person can perceive a mistake or an error in the definition of a process and he can take the initiative to correct it. Thus, the objective can be achieved even if it was originally wrong, and this is the essential difference between the world of cars and people.
Further on, by interacting systems we understand systems that can be coupled and compared. The space of the fuzzy processes is just a unified theory of interacting systems, including concurrent systems, as a particular case.
To simplify the model, we will use roles, namely a set of standards, descriptions and rules assigned to a person or a position. The two main roles that we use are the device and its environment. Let us note that a role has two aspects: responsibility (rights, powers, duties) and a template for actions, some of them involving the interaction with other roles.
Our work is a generalization of [Neg95], [Neg98] . The basic ideas of this author are: to describe interactive systems, using the notion of abstract and primitive execution. A process is a pair of two sets of executions: one for the device and another for the environment. We develop the model, adding the fuzziness. 
and respectively we call: X -the set of accessible execution; Y -the set of acceptable execution; B -the set of violations. Moreover, we note 
is a contract between the device and its environment: the device can ensure that only executions of X may occur, while the environment guarantees that only the executions of Y may occur.
The device can access, respectively accept, an execution. An execution
. According to the classic (crisp) theory of the sets, a fuzzy process partitions the set E of all the executions in four disjunctive sub-sets
We call the elements of X escapes and they should be avoided by the device. We call the elements of Ỹ rejects and they should be avoided by the are also called goals, because they are legal both for the device, and for the environment. The set X contains many executions for which the device respects the agreement (and the environment may respect it or not). The set Y contains the executions for which the device respects the agreement (while the device nay respect it or not). In the set Y X ∪ we still can have many executions with the degree of acceptability or the accessibility equally with zero, but not both zero for a given execution (Figure 1 The property of absolute corectness in the space of fuzzy processes formalizes the fact that a device operates correctly through itself, meaning that the device does not impose any requirement to the environment. In this respect, the device is called robust. In terms of the avoided executions, this property leads to a set of rejects, void for the corresponding process. The symmetric property is that the device does not offer any guarantee to the environment. In terms of avoided executions, this leads to a set of escapes void for the corresponding process. In this respect, the device is called chaotic. is the only fuzzy process that is robust and chaotic at the same time.
Definition 3: The void fuzzy process is given by
This process has no escapes or rejection. Thus, it offers no guarantees and no restrictions on the environment.
The property of relative correctness in the space of the fuzzy processes formalizes the fact that a fuzzy process q is a satisfactory substitute for a fuzzy process p. q should impose fewer requirements on the environment and offer more guarantees than p. In terms of avoided executions, it means that q has a bigger set of acceptable executions and a smaller set of available executions smaller comparing to those corresponding to p. 
Several interesting properties related to the refining can be found in [Luc03] .
O
Op pe er ra at ti io on ns s w wi it th h f fu uz zz zy y p pr ro oc ce es ss se es s
To work with the concurrency, we build an approach to manipulate the interactive processes as a single process and we consider their resulted behavior. Thus, we have to consider both types of interactions, between the devices, as well as between the environments. Therefore, we define two operations that give us the general behavior: the product will be seen as the law of composition of the devices and the sum will be seen as the law of composition of the environment. Since we are not interested in the interactions between the fuzzy processes for which the set φ = B (Blockings), in what follows we consider only fuzzy processes for which there are no blocks; thus a fuzzy process being given ) , (
We can consider anytime such processes, taking
, that is we consider only those executions for which 0 
The product or sum operations are indempotent, commutative, associative and they admit the void process as a identity element. These properties are immediate from the definitions of the operations with classic sets. q p ii
Informally, iv) and iv' show that the introduction of a void system does not alter the behavior of the system. The relationship resulting from definition 4 introduces a new unar operator on the set of all fuzzy processes over an E set of executions: the reflection of a fuzzy process p. Informally, if p is an agreement between a device and its environment, from the point of view of the device, then reflection of p represents the proper understanding from the point of view of the environment. 
The demonstration is immediate from the definitions of −, , R E şi H E ■ There are situations when we do not have complete information about the behavior of a particular device or environment. They may be viewed as choices between alternatives of behavior and they can be modeled employing two new operations over the fuzzy processes: one for choices between the devices and another for choices between environments.
